The University of Alabama
College of Human Environmental Sciences
MAJOR IN HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES – 2022-2023 Catalog

Name____________________________________________   Date ______________________

State-Wide Articulation and UA Core

I. Written Composition (6 hrs required)
   ___(3)  EN 101 English F, Sp
   ___(3)  EN 102 English F, Sp

II. Humanities and Fine Arts (12 Hrs Required)*
   ___(3)  Fine Arts Req
   ___(3)  Literature
   ___(3)  ________________
   ___(3)  _____________________________

*Must complete either two semesters of literature of two semesters of history.

III. Natural Sciences and Mathematics 11 hrs req

   ___(3)  Math
   ___(4)  NS
   ___(4)  NS

IV. History, Social and Behavioral Sciences (12 hrs required)*

   ___(3)  History
   ___(3)  ________________
   ___(3)  _____________________________
   ___(3)  _____________________________

*Must complete either two semesters of literature of two semesters of history.

Computer and Foreign Language:
(6 hrs “C” or 1 Yr Same Foreign Language Required)

   ___(3)  _____________________________
   ___(3)  _____________________________

Check prerequisites for C designated courses.

Writing Courses (6 Hrs “W” Required)

   ___(3)  HES 485

HES CORE (6 Hrs)

   ___(3)  HES 100 F (new freshmen only)
   ___(3)  HES 310 F, Sp, I, S

I understand that this degree program is designed to assist me in the career goal listed on attached proposal.

I understand that this is an individualized plan of study to meet the career goal stated on back.

Posted plan of study must be approved by academic advisor.

Each student majoring in Human Environmental Sciences is expected to file a program of study in the Student Services Office prior to the completion of 100 hours and in accordance with the following guidelines. The proposed course of study must:

- include 120 hours, including the statewide general studies requirements, UA core and HES core.
- give evidence that the student has built a cohesive structure of interrelated ideas around a focus within HES.
- include 35 hours of coursework, 12 of which must be 300 or 400 level courses, offered by the College of Human Environmental Sciences.
- demonstrate that the proposed program could not be better served by an existing major within HES.
- indicate that the student has examined the consequences of the proposed program in relation to career goals and post-graduation plans.

Major coursework (35 Hrs Required)                        Student’s Suggestion Faculty Approved

   ___(1-6)   HES 490________________________

   ___( )
   ___( )
   ___( )
   ___( )
   ___( )
   ___( )

MINOR: (18-21 hrs required) Must be approved by advisor. (a minor is optional)

   ___( )
   ___( )
   ___( )

Courses usually offered: F= Fall  Sp = Spring  I = Interim  S = Summer

Rev. April 2022

206 Doster Hall | Box 870158 | Tuscaloosa, AL 35487 | 205-348-6150 | Fax 205-348-3789 | www.ches.ua.edu
Overview

The curriculum in human environmental sciences enables students to integrate knowledge from all areas of the field and prepares them for employment or further study. This option is designed for those interested in careers in cooperative extension, government, human services, utility companies or an area of the communications field. Courses are selected in consultation with an advisor.

The purpose of this program is to give the student with specific career goals an opportunity to develop an innovative program of study with a focus on at least one area within the College. Each student majoring in human environmental sciences is expected to file a program of study prior to the completion of 100 hours and in accordance with the following guidelines:

- The proposed course of study must include 120 hours (including the statewide general studies requirements), The University of Alabama Core Curriculum requirements and the College of Human Environmental Sciences core requirements.
- The proposed course of study must give evidence that the student has built a cohesive structure of interrelated ideas around a focus within the College of Human Environmental Sciences and must include a minimum of 35 hours of coursework, 15 of which must be 300 or 400 level courses, offered by the College of Human Environmental Sciences.
- The proposal must demonstrate that the proposed plan of study could not be better served by an existing major program within the College.
- The proposal must indicate that the student has examined the consequences of the proposed program in relation to career goals and post-graduation plans.

PROPOSAL TO DECLARE MAJOR IN HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

To submit a request to declare a major in Human Environmental Sciences, please attach a typed response to the following statements:

Please be mindful that this MUST be a well written, thoughtful and reflective response (not in bullet format) that is required to be a minimum of one page long.

- What are your career goals?
- List at least two areas of study that you will pursue related HES coursework (i.e. clothing, textiles and design, consumer sciences, food and nutrition, health science, hospitality management, human development and family studies) and explain how they will contribute to your career goals.
- Describe how your life experiences and academic experiences have prepared you for a role in this field.
- Explain how courses within these focus areas will help you accomplish your career goals.
PROPOSAL TO DECLARE MAJOR IN HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Return this form, attached to your typed proposal to declare a major in Human Environmental Sciences to HES Student Services located in 206 Doster Hall. You may also email the proposal to hesstudentservices@ches.ua.edu. You must meet with an Academic Advisor to have your major officially changed.

Name: ________________________________    CWID: __________________________
Email: ___________________________________@crimson.ua.edu
Current Major: _______________________________   UA GPA: ___________________
Prospective advisor:
☐ K. Carpenter

Office Use Only
Date Received: ___/____/______
Proposal Attached: __________
Received By: _____________